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Abstract

setting process that takes a considerably long time.
The increasing popularity of wireless communication
services together with the limited amount of the available radio spectrum calls for highly efficient usage of
resources (traffic channels) [2]. The interference reduction capability of antenna arrays have been considered as a means to increase the capacity of wireless
systems [3, 41. Specifically, using beamforming techniques a t the receiver, two or more transmitters can
share the same traffic channel to communicate with
the base station at the same time. An adaptive antenna array is used a t the base station to form several
antenna beams simultaneously. Each beam captures
one transmitter by automatically pointing its pattern
toward that transmitter while nulling other cochannel
transmitters [4]. In urban wireless environments several copies of the transmitted signal are received at the
base station with different delays and different attenuation. This effect is called multipath fading. In a
space only diversity, given a cell with L channels, an
M element antenna array that forms M - 1 distinct
array nulls a t the receiver allows a maximum of K L
users to be served in a cell, where K =
and cr is
the multipath factor representing the number of distinct strong path components received from each mobile station at the beamforming array. In a space-time
diversity spatial nulls can be used to reject the cochanne1 interference (CCI), while inter-symbol interference
(ISI) can be eliminated by time diversity. In this paper
the queuing model of a network with joint beamforming and handoff under a given traffic policy is derived
and from there the blocking probabilities of the calls
and total carried traffic in the system are derived.

A cellular wireless network with beamforming capabilities at the receiver is considered which allows two or
more transmitters to share the same channel for communicating with the base station. A novel approach
is introduced which combines the effects of the digital
signal processing at the physical layer along with the
network layer protocol on the overall queuing model
of a cell. From this effective cell model, we find the
closed form solutions for blocking probabilities of the
calls and total carried traffic in the system. Our analytical as well its numerical results show that adaptive
beamforming at the receiver reduces the blocking probability of the calls and increases the total carried traffic
in the system.
Keywords: Antenna Arrays, Wireless Networks,
Handoff, Adaptive Beamforming.
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1 Introduction
In a cellular wireless communication network, as a mobile user crosses the boundaries of cells (coverage area
of each base station) the call must be handed over to
the new base station (BS) that provides the best link
quality. This operation is called a handoff and ideally
goes unnoticed by the customer [l]. Due to fixed finite resources, we cannot assume that more physical
radio channels will be added to a spectrum allocation
to reduce the probability of blocking or forced termination [l]. The reallocation of bandwidth is a standards0-7803-5284-X/99/$10.00
Q 1999 IEEE.
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[5, 61, is the one that minimizes the interference while
maintaining a unity gain at the direction of interest by
imposing wyai(e;) = 1. The solution to this problem
is [6]

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A review
of spatial multiplexing using adaptive beamforming
techniques forms the subject of section 2. Network
models with joint beamforming and handoff and the
analysis of blocking probabilities under guard channel
policy with or without queuing of handoff calls are presented in section 3. In section 4, the numerical results
are provided. Finally we conclude the paper with section 5 where we summarize the obtained results.
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2 Review of Spatial Multiplexing Using
Adaptive Beamforming
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The optimum weight vector maximizes the CIR itt the
output of beamformer, for the signal of interest, i.e.

A antenna array is a multibeam adaptive array with
its gain pattern being adjusted dynamically [3]. An
antenna array consisting of M elements is considered
at the receiver. A set of J cochannels transmitters is
considered. Let s j ( k ) for j = 1 , 2 , - . . J, denote the
j t h transmitted signal. We assume that at most N
multipath signals from each user would arrive in the
base station with different delays ( T ~ ) .Therefore the
received signal vector due to the si(k) would be
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If the array response is not known, one can employ a
training sequence and minimize the difference between
the training sequence and the output of the ‘3eamformer in mean square sense, i.e.

1

j=1

where e l is the arrival direction of the nth multipath
signal from the ith user, Pi is the power of the ith transmitter, Gi is the link gain between the ith transmitter
and the base station, ay is the nth path fading, n(k)
is a zero mean Gaussian random vector with variance
of each element 0 2 ,arid a(el) is the array response to
the multipath signal arriving from direction el with
a(el) I= [a1(8;),a2(8~),...,aM(8~)]T.
In a space diversity combiner, illustrated in Figure 1, a weighted
sum of the outputs of‘ the array elements is generated
by a beamformer in tlhe following way

Yi@) = w”(k),

wi = argminE[ld,

- ~ y a ~ ( e t ) 1 ~ ] .(6)
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The solution to this problem is [6]

where ipi is defined as before and pi is the cro:is correlation between the received vector and the training
sequence; pi = E[xidf].

(2)

3 Network With Adaptive Array Under Guard

Channels Traffic Policy
In this section we analyze the network with adaptive
array under guard channels traffic (GCT) policy proposed in [7]. The GCT policy is the blocking of newlyoriginating calls as soon as only g channels among all
available channels are still free [7]. This allow,,
<’ us to
build a guard band before handoff calls will be blocked,
which will happen only when all channels are occupied.
In our network model, we assume that when a new call
(hand off or originating call) arrives, the adaptive array points one beam toward that user and assigns one
channel out of those L channels to that user. Each
channel c, f OT i = 1 , 2 , . L can be assignec. t o K

Figure 1: Space diversity combiner

WT

= [wil,. . . ,w i ~ is
] the weight vector and
where
xT(k) = [zl(k),
. . . , x ~ ( k )is] the received signal vector. The optimum weight vector, in a minimum
variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer

e ,
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users by K separate beams, using K beamformers in
parallel. If the first beam of all channels are already occupied by one user ( L users are in the system) the new
call can be assigned by another separate beam to any
of the L channels. If we assume that (i - 1) cochanne1 transmitters successfully share the same channel,
for acceptable link quality, the newly arrived ith transmitter is allowed t o share that channel with them if
l7i 2 y, where I?* is given by ( 5 ) , and y is a system parameter, dictated by the underlying standard governing
the wireless network. To avoid any degradations in system performance, using a call admission control (CAC)
mechanism, if l7i < 7 or i > K we prevent that user
from being accepted into the system. The flow chart of
the channel assignment in a cell with an antenna array
at the base station is shown in Figure 2.

P - - o SNR=30 dB, gamma=IB d6
* - - Q S N R G d6. gamma-14 d6
o - - a SNR=50 d6. ganm?a=l8dB

Figure 3: Success probability p2I1,M for a 2-beam adaptive
arrav.
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Figure 4: Success probability p 3 l 2 , for
~ a 3-beam adaptive
array.
tem and each channel may be reused up to K times we
shall define qn+l in, probability of successful reception
of the (n + 1)th user into the system when there are
already n users in the system

Figure 2: Flow Chart of the channel assignment algorithm
in a system with antenna arrays.
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The success probability p+-l,M is the probability that
the ith transmitter can be captured successfully by a
separate antenna beam when there are M antenna elements. In the event of successful capture of ith transmitter, that user will be sharing the same channel with
(i- 1) previously captured users. In that case all i users
will be communicating with the BS using the same
physical channel. Monte Carlo simulation results for
~ 2 1 1 and
, ~ p312,~
success
,
probabilities for 2-beam and
3-beam adaptive arrays, are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

where Nt is the number of users in the system at time
t before a new call (user) arrives into the system ( t
is the time index which increases by one at each epoch
corresponding to a new handoff or originating call). For
a K-beam adaptive array system, we have shown [2]
that success probabilities qn+qn are

Since there are L distinct physical channels in the sys-

where cj(n + 1,22,..
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0.0,

( 1 - p3(2,M)(zZ-Z3) x * * * x (1 - pKJK-l,M)(ZK-l-ZK),
and ( 2 2 , 23,.. . ,Z K ) denotes the vector representing
the number of calls assigned to the channels in the second bea.m up to the Kth beam. Let Q = X y, p =
q v, a = Q , b = 1
c = $, where y and 11 are arP *'
rival rate an3 service rate for originating calls, X and
v are arrival rate and service rate for hand off calls,
respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the state transition
diagram of Markov chain model of the ongoing calls in
a cell, where a K-beam adaptive array is used at the
base station.
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Figure 5: Queuing model of a cell with adaptive array
under guard channel traffic policy.

From the network model in Figure 5 , the state probabilities, P ( n ) n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,K L (where n is the number
of ongoing calls in the cell) are derived, using queuing
theory results [8]. It can be shown that the blocking
probability Bo, for originating calls, and handoff calls
blocking probability BH are

+

KL-1
n=KL-g

-4

Figure 6:Blocking probabilities for hand off calls, It,, , for
different number of antenna elements III with
S N R = 20 dB, y = 18 d B , /3 = 4, a = 40, and
c = 8 Erlangs in a 2-beam (top) and 3-beam
adaptive array system.

aKL-gCn-(KL-g)
1:1-~n+lln)

n!

Also the probability that a hand off call waits more
than a certain time t is
pH(>

We investigate another traffic policy that further decreases the blocking probability for handoff calls at the
expense of slightly increasing the blocking probability
for originating calls [7]. We assume that infinite queues
are allowed for handoff calls. In a network where infinite queues are allowed for handoff calls, call blocking
probabilities Bo and BH are again computed and it is
shown that the prob.ability that a handoff call is delayed (due to queuing) is

t) =

aKL-9cg

e-~t(KL-~)

( K L - l)!(KL - C)
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From (13) the average delay WHfor handoff calls is
(14
and the average delay for handoff calls that actually
do experience a delay is
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4 Numerical Results
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In this section we present the numerical results to show
the effectiveness of the network with adaptive arrays in
terms of the traffic improvements in a cellular wireless
network. We evaluate the performance of the system
with parameters drawn from [2, 71. We choose a cell
with L = 44 channels with a total offered traffic U = 40
Erlangs (heavy traffic), and a handoff traffic c = 8 Erlangs. Blocking probabilities for handoff and originating calls in a 2-beam and 3-beam adaptive array system
for different number of antenna elements M are plotted
in Figure 6. In these simulations, path loss exponent ,B
is assumed to be 4. The dropping rate of the blocking
probabilitieh for handoff calls by increasing the number
of antenna elements is emphasized in Figure 7.
The network with adaptive array can effectively handle
higher offered traffic intensities a , compared to the network with single omni-directional antenna. The total
carried traffic (in Erlangs) in the system is

C =

(U

- ~ ) (-lB o ) + ~ ( -l B H )

(16)

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of adaptive arrays on the
total carried traffic in the system.

5 Conclusions
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A novel approach for traffic analysis of cellular wireless networks with beamforming capabilities at the base
station is introduced. In our approach, the overall
queuing model of a cell is derived by jointly considering
the effects of the protocol at the network layer along
with the effects of the signal processing at the physical layer directly on the actual cell model. Specifically,
in this paper, the effects of the digital beamforming at
the physical layer, along with GCT policy at the network layer are consideredjointly on the overall queuing
model of the cell and its traffic characteristics. Analytical as well as numerical results confirm the effectiveness
of adaptive arrays in reducing the blocking probability
of the calls and increasing the total carried traffic in
the system.

Figure 7: Blocking probabilities BH versus number of
antenna elements M, with SNR = 20 dB, y =
18 dB, a = 40, and c = 8 Erlangs.
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Figure 8: Total carried traffic C for different number of
antenna elements M with SNR = 20 dB, y =
18 dB, a = 130, and c = 8 Erlangs.
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